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Case Study Beneficial Use Sediments 

Project Slufter Sand Separation 
Clssification R1A_2006_NL 

Major Funtion Separating out clean sand from mixed contaminated sediments  

Other Funtion Providing a source of sediment for reuse in agriculture or engineering 

Location Slufter, Maasvlakte Rotterdam, The Netherlands  

Volume 105,000 m³ (clean sand) from  160,000 m³ contaminated sediments 

Technique Use of sand separation basins to win back clean sands from contaminated 
dredged material 

Contaminants Contaminated with heavymetals and organic contaminants 

Granulometry Mixed Silty/sandy 

Scale Full scale (following trials in early 1990s) 

Client Port of Rotterdam Authority & Rijkswaterstaat 

Executor Port of Rotterdam Authority & Rijkswaterstaat 

Contractor N/A 

Research program N/A 

Contact Ronald Rutgers, Port of Rotterdam Authority 
R.Rutgers@portofrotterdam.com ,  +31(0)651821857 

Year start - end 2006 to 2014 

Description of the project 

In general, many contaminants (except perhaps mineral oil and PAHs) tend to stick to finer silt and 
clay particles rather than coarser sandy sediment.  Using this principle it is possible to derive clean 
sand from mixed contaminated sediments through a process of ‘sand separation’. This is done at 
the ‘Slufter’ at the Port of Rotterdam.  Since 1993 pilot projects have been undertaken while in 
2006 construction started on three large sand separation basins.  

The principle of the basins is simple. Firstly, a mixture of dredged sediment and water is pumped 
in at one side and allowed to flow to the other side. As the slope is 1:35 to 1:20, the mixture 
moves slowly enough to let sand particle settle but keep clay/silt in suspension. At the end of the 
basin the ‘water-sediment mixture’ passes into a discharge ditch from where it is pumped to a 
storage location. This process is performed until the basins are completely filled with sand.  

After this, samples are taking from the sand to determine their quality.  This was found to vary. 
Sand deposited at the start of the basins was clean enough to use everywhere (no contaminants 
were found). In the middle it was clean enough to be used in residential areas (small amounts of 
the contamination). At the end it was classified as clean enough to be used in industrial areas (a 
bit more contamination was found). This change occurs because there is a gradual reduction in 
the flow speeds along the basins such that the larger clay and silt particles have more time to 
settle further along the basins.  

Sand from the Slufter was used for elevating fields and as foundations for cycle paths. Although it 
was clean there were problems with its physical properties of the sand. The particles were round 
and therefore building large and high features was not possible.   

A review in 2014 concluded that the process was too expensive and the benefits for the 
environment weren’t as high as expected. This was mainly due because of the amount of 
equipment that had to be used to excavate the separated sand from the basins. These also had a 
very high carbon footprint. Ultimately, because of the round particles and the large transport 
distances there wasn’t much demand for the sand. 
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Graphical information 

 
Figure 1: Construction of the sand separation basins (2006)     Figure 2: Aerial view of the basins (2017) 

 
 

Figure 3: Filling the basin                                                     Figure 4: removing clean sand from the basin 
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